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games.Particulate matter degradability in two south-central Swedish saltmarshes.

Biological degradability of total suspended particulate matter (TSP), fine and coarse
sediment particles was determined for two long term diurnal flux measurements on
a saltmarsh in Växjö, Sweden. The total fluxes were about equal to particle counts

for TSP, and the flux was about twice as high for fine as for coarse sediment
particles. Results for dry and wet days were similar, and the average degradability
coefficients were 0.51 and 0.36 mg(TSP)-1 d(-1) for the coarse and fine sediment,

respectively. The difference in degradability between the fine and coarse sediment
could not be explained by particle size alone, but was partly related to differences
in flow and deposition velocity among the seasons. A comparison with a reference
marsh in a nearby site indicated that the higher degradability of the fine sediment
was not a characteristic of the Växjö marsh. Degradation rates increased with pH,
mainly due to the influence of fine sediment particle size and sediment type. The

degradability of coarse sediment particles was insensitive to pH. A significant
correlation was observed between the rates of degradation for TSP and fine

sediment.Anti-tumor activity of maltol against murine hepatoma cells. The tumor-
specific cytotoxicity of maltol and other isoflavones was examined by a clonogenic
assay. The inhibitory effects of these compounds on thymidine incorporation into

nuclear DNA by exponentially growing cells were examined by the same assay. Two
murine hepatoma cell lines, MHM and AH-130, were used in the experiments.

Moreover, some isoflavones were tested for their anti-proliferation activity against
human cancer cell lines. Isoflavones, genistein, daidzein, liquiritigenin, liquiritin, and
liquiritigenin exhibited cell-specific cytotoxic activity against the MHM cells, whereas

cytotoxicity against AH-130 cells was seen only by isoliquiritin. Furthermore, only
isoliquiritin inhibited growth of human cancer cell lines. A combination of

isoflavones was examined for the activation of 2-deoxy-D-glucose-6-phosphatase, a
novel target enzyme for anti-cancer drugs, by using a test tube system.
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